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Contacting Global Support Software

The GSS User Guide was created to provide a reference for GSS Users. The
information presented here will guide Users through creating and maintaining
issues and provide helpful information related to tracking, maintaining and
closing issues.

Contacting Global Support Software Corp.
Your questions and comments are welcome.

Global Support Software Corp.
249 Central Park Avenue
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
Main Line:
Fax:

(757) 213-1300
(757) 213-1333

E-mail:

support@ThinkGSS.com

Web:

www.ThinkGSS.com
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Introduction to Global Support Software
Global Support Software (GSS) is the answer to automated Help Desk and Call
Center issue management. Easily accessible from practically anywhere, the
GSS web based interface makes it a convenient and flexible way for your
company to control issues and monitor their resolution. GSS is an effective tool
geared toward providing you with the means to assign, track and escalate issues
quickly and reliably, resulting in an increased level of customer service and
satisfaction.
GSS includes a Knowledge Base feature that allows you to build your own online library. The Knowledge Base gives you the control to empower your users.
End-Users and Technicians alike can access Knowledge Base articles quickly
and easily, facilitating prompt problem definition and resolution. You have control
of the information available. Provide trouble shooting information, product
documentation, FAQs, even application tips and tricks. The choice is yours.
Any user with Internet access can communicate and share information quickly
and easily with GSS. Very little training is required before beginning to take
advantage of the power of GSS. This guide will provide clear instructions,
walking you through typical issue management tasks so that you can get started
right away. Spend a few minutes with this guide to familiarize yourself with
GSS’s terms and conventions and you will soon be on your way to better issue
management.

An Introduction to IssueTrak
An Introduction to IssueTrak
An Introduction to IssueTrak
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Entering and Managing Issues

Log into the Site

A user name and a password are required to access GSS. Your System
Administrator will supply this information to you. Enter your user name and
password and click the sign on button on the GSS Sign In screen.
If you should need to sign in as another user while you are already logged in to
GSS, simply choose the Log Out option from the menu and the Sign In screen
will be displayed once again.
GSS will automatically sign you out when your browser window is closed or when
you move to a web site outside of GSS.
Changing your password
After entering your user name and password on the Sign In screen, check the
box indicating that you wish to change your password. Click the Sign In button.
Enter your new password twice to verify it.
Some users may not have authorization to change their password. If this is the
case, a message will display stating that you are not authorized to change your
password.
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Self Registration
If you do not have a user name and password, your system administrator may
have Self Registration enabled. To register on the GSS site, simply click on the
Register Now option. Depending on your site’s options, you will be able to
create your own password while registering, or one will be sent to you once you
have entered your Email address. You will be able to sign in as soon as you
have created your account and received your password.
About Issues
Any trouble call, ticket, work order, problem report or action item requiring
attention may be referred to as an issue.
Before you begin to work with issues, you should be familiar with certain issue
designations. These designations correspond to the ways in which issues might
be related to you. This method of referring to issues allows you to display issues
you may be interested in on the GSS Home page. Let’s take a look at each
designation type.
Note: These user roles are also referred to as the ‘Key Users’ on an Issue.
Submitted by The person submitting an issue is typically the person reporting the
issue.
Entered by Generally the person submitting an issue is also the person who
entered the issue. If you have been given permission to submit
issues for others, you may be listed as the user entering the issue,
and the person you are submitting the issue for would be recorded as
the user submitting the issue.
Assigned to The individual tasked with resolving the issue.
Next Action An individual tasked with assisting in solving an issue.
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The Home Page

Once you have successfully signed in, your browser will display the GSS Home page.
Menu options available to you will be listed on the left side of the screen. These menu
options may not be the same for all users.
NOTE: Some menu items discussed in this guide may be unavailable to you.
The options shown in the menu are determined by the permissions assigned to
you by your System Administrator.
By default, once you sign in you are brought to the “My issues” page. This page
is discussed in more detail below. If you would prefer to have another default
homepage display after you sign in, you may change it, along with your current
time zone on the “My Settings” page.
The right side of the GSS Home Page has three sections. First is a home screen
message that is displayed to all users. The message will allow HTML formatting
and can use hyper links to move a user to a web page such as a Knowledge
Base article.
The middle section shows a list of reports that will display the issues that the
logged in user is involved in as the Enterer, Submitter, Assigned To, or Next
Actioned To. The list shows the number of issues that will appear in the report
when it runs. The following image is a screen shot of the results of clicking on a
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home page report link. You may use the drop down box to change the display
order of the report.

The third area of the home page is a section called My Reports. This area
displays the custom reports you have saved previously while working with
searches. The reports that display here are only available to the logged in user
unless an asterisk appears behind the name of the report. This marks a report
as public, meaning it can be seen by everyone. To run or work with one of the
reports, click the report name on the list to highlight it and click the appropriate
button below the box.
Run Report This options runs the selected report
Edit Report This option allows the owner of the report to make changes to
the criteria listed on the report.
Delete Report This option deletes the selected report
The issues you may enter, view, or edit are determined by the user attributes
assigned by your System Administrator. These attributes or permissions dictate
how you are allowed to interact with issues. Some users may be allowed to
submit issues, but may not be allowed to assign an issue to another individual for
action. Others may be allowed to submit and assign issues, but may not be
allowed to update issues once they have been submitted.
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The Submit Page
The submit page is used to enter issues into the tracking system. It can be
accessed by clicking on Submit an Issue from the menu. The following page
will appear.

The information requested on this screen ultimately helps the person assigned to
this issue resolve it as quickly and efficiently as possible. You will be asked to
provide a Subject, or short statement describing the problem, followed by a more
comprehensive explanation of the problem in the Full Description box. Provide
as much information as you can.
Next select an issue type. An issue type is a category that has been established
by your administrator to help the support team quickly determine the general
nature of your issue. Issue types are sometimes used to automatically assign an
issue to support personnel. If a subtype drop down appears, please make a
selection here as well. This box will only appear if it is activated by your
administrator. Subtypes help further define the type of issue you are reporting.
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Below you will see a sample submit page as a user with administrative rights
would see it.
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This page contains options that are controlled by user attributes and system
settings that provide more information for the issue. Let’s take a look at each
element we see.
Organization The organization box will appear if you have the right to submit
issues for other users. Select an organization by clicking on
the binocular search. After an organization is selected, caller
names are limited to only those users that belong to the
selected organization.
Caller This field also only appears when you have the right to submit
for other users. An example of a search page that appears
when you click on the binoculars is shown below.

The search page has several criteria that can be used to find a user. If you enter
the first name of ‘Jim’ you will see all records with a first name of Jim. If you
enter ‘J”, then you will receive a list of all first names that begin with ‘J’, this will
help narrow down your search results.
In addition on the user search you have the ability to add a caller from the pop up
or the submit page if you have the rights to do so.
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Two links are displayed beside the caller and the organization fields. These links
provide more information about the user and the organization. They are:
•
•

Details – This pop up shows detail information about the user.
History – This page shows a list of issues submitted by the caller in the
past.

A brief description of other fields which may or may not be included on your
Submit screen follows.
Special Function:
A User-Defined table has been added to facilitate storage of information
such as customer records and can be defined by your administrator in
system preferences.
Full Description with Rich Text Editing:
The full description field now allows you to add formatting to your notes in
GSS. You can change fonts, font size, and font color if you wish. In
addition you may add tables and links to URLs. Spell checking is also
available.
Projects:
Sometimes an issue is related to a project. The project is turned on by a
system setting and is used to group issues together for project members.
Configuration Item:
Another field that is activated in system settings is Configuration Item.
This field can be used to enter specific information the administrator might
want to capture, like Operating System.
Location ID:
The location field is also turned on in system settings. This field may have
a different label on your screen. An administrator can rename this field to
reflect what locations may be called by your company. This field is
populated automatically if the submitter has a location value in their user
record.
Text Fields 1-6:
These fields are activated in system settings and can be named according
to the needs of your company and your administrator. They are used to
collect and provide additional information about the issue for the support
team.
Resp. Department:
This optional field allows you to assign an issue to a particular department
and can be activated in system settings.
Assigned To:
GSS User Guide – Version 6.0.2
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Only users with permission to assign issues will see this field. Display of
this field is controlled by a user attribute. A user who can assign an issue
can select users from a search list populated users who have the
“CanBeAssignedTo” attribute. This value is sometimes automatically
assigned.
Next Action:
Only users with permission to assign next action on an issue will see this
field. It is controlled by the “CanAssignNextAction” user attribute. A user
who can assign next action can select from a list of users with the
“CanBeAssignedNextAction” attribute when assigning next action. This
value cannot be auto assigned.
Priority:
In some cases a user will be allowed to assign a priority to an issue. This
gives the support staff an idea of how quickly you need the issue solved or
how critical the issue is to you.
Issue Status:
All issues are considered “Open” or “Closed”. In some cases a user may
be granted the right to add an additional sub status to the issue. This field
will appear if sub status is activated and the user has the proper user
attribute necessary to change it. Sub status values are defined by the
GSS administrator.
Table Driven 1-6:
These are optional table values that are added in system settings by the
administrator. They are activated and defined by your system
administrator depending on your company’s needs.
Tasks:
Sometimes issues include one or more specific tasks. If you have
“CanBeAssignedTo” or “CanBeAssignedNextAction”, you might be
assigned a task to complete on an issue. All tasks must be completed
before the issue can be closed. Tasks are an optional feature and only
appear if they have been activated in system settings.
Target Date:
A Target Date is the date you would like this issue resolved. This is an
optional field activated by the administrator when desired. The date
format is displayed to the right of the field, and a pop up calendar is also
available.
Required By Date:
The field should be completed when you have a specific time requirement
for resolving an issue. Required By Date is optional and is activated by
your GSS administrator when desired. The date format is displayed to the
right of the field, and a pop up calendar is also available.
GSS User Guide – Version 6.0.2
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Suppress Email Notifications for this Issue:
If this option is checked while submitting an issue, email notifications from
GSS will not go out to respective users.
Severity:
Although this field isn’t viewable when submitting an issue, you will see it
on all subsequent views if service level agreements (SLAs) are enabled
on your site. An administrator may assign a severity to your issue after
you submit it, which will then relate it to your proper SLA.

Quick Picks
In some installations, your Administrator may allow you to use Quick Picks. A
Quick Pick is a predefined Issue that can be selected from a drop down list at the
top of the submit page. Quick Picks are defined by your administrator and will
pre-fill some information about an issue. You may modify the information to
make sure it completely describes your issue before you submit it to the
helpdesk.

Adding a Note
Notes are a special way to communicate information regarding an issue. A note
can be used to ask a question or gain clarification from the person submitting the
issue. If GSS was installed with the email option activated, adding a note to an
issue will email the note to the person submitting the issue. Then, when that
person receives an email notification that a note was added to their issue, they
may add a note of their own to “answer” the question or provide a response.
This allows a direct dialog between the user submitting the issue and the
technician assigned to the issue and retains this correspondence as a part of the
issue.
Private Notes
As the person assigned to an issue, you may enter a private note if you wish to
add information regarding the issue that you do not wish to be forwarded to
whomever submitted the issue. If you have permission to add private notes, the
Private Note check box will appear under the note entry area on the Add Note
to Issue screen. Selecting this box when you add your note prevents forwarding
of the note via email. If Private Note has been selected, the note will not be
visible to others when viewing the issue.
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Adding an attachment
At times you will need to add an attachment to an issue. You may do this when
you submit the issue by checking the Add Attachment checkbox before you
submit the issue or by clicking on “Attachments” from the submenu on the left.
When you click on “Attachments” the following page will appear.

Click on “Browse…” to find the attachment you would like to add. You may
select up to three files before you click “Save Selected Attachments”. Once you
do this, the application will add the attachment(s) as a link on the issue. You
may add as many attachments as you wish to an issue.

Editing an Issue
Display the issue you would like to edit on the screen. From the Issue Detail
menu, choose the Edit Issue option. Update the information and click the Save
Changes button when you have finished editing the issue.
NOTE: Not all users will have the ability to edit issues.
If you do not see the Edit Issue option in the menu and you would like to edit an
issue, contact your Administrator.

Closing an Issue
The Close Issue option will be available on the Issue Detail menu if you have
been given the authority to close an issue. To close an issue, you must first
display the issue, and then choose Close Issue from the Issue Detail menu.
GSS User Guide – Version 6.0.2
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Record the details of the solution and add a final note if you like. All of these
fields are not required. When the information you wish to add has been entered,
click the Close Issue button. The issue status will be set to "Closed" and an
email will be generated to the submitter of the issue notifying him/her that the
issue has been closed.

Rich Text Editing
GSS Software offers you the ability to add richness to notes in your issues,
through a feature called Rich Text Editing. Your system administrator has the
ability to activate this feature. This feature makes it easy to add emphasis to
your notes as well as change font colors, sizes and types. In addition, there is a
spell check feature which allows you to check the spelling of the text you have
entered.

Emailing Issues
Many times users need the ability to send a copy of an issue to a user who is not
a user in the GSS system. You can do this by clicking the Email Issue link at the
top of the Issue View page. This will bring up a pop up window that will allow you
to send a copy of the issue to the address you enter in the “To” address at the
top of the form. You can also select a GSS user by clicking the binocular search.

Cloning Issues
There may be a time when you need the ability to create a copy of an issue that
has already been submitted. You can do this by clicking the Clone This Issue
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menu option from the Issue View page. This will bring up a copy of the issue for
you to edit and submit.

Locating and Viewing Issues

Searching for an Issue
GSS offers several ways to locate existing issues. Remember that all options
may not be available to you, depending on your user permissions.
Home Page Display Options
The Display Issues list on the Home Page offers several options for displaying
issues. Each option displays issues meeting the issue designation – entered by
me, submitted by me or assigned to me. Only issues related to you in some way
are available from the Home page. Once the issues are displayed, you need
only click the link to display the issue detail screen for the selected issue.
Lookup Issue # Option
If you know the issue number, choose the Lookup Issue # menu option. Enter
the issue number and the Issue Detail screen for that issue will appear.
Search Issues Option
The Search Issues menu option provides a wide variety of ways to locate
specific issues from very broad to very narrow searches. When this option is
selected, you will be presented with a query screen offering many issue-related
criteria fields to define your search. Fill in as many or as few of these fields as
you like. The more fields you fill in, the narrower your search becomes.
The search selections offered allow you to locate issues by issue related criteria
such as status, priority, description, etc.; by user related criteria such as who
submitted or entered the issue, departments and locations of issues, issues
assigned to a particular person, etc.; and also by date related criteria such as
date ranges and specific time periods (last month or this year). Take a moment to
experiment with the useful search capabilities that GSS has to offer. You’ll find
they provide a versatile way to retrieve and view issues.
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GSS also offers extensive sort options for your searches. You can control the
order in which records display by selecting up to three sort values. The records
returned will be displayed on the screen according to the values you select from
the sort lists.
The output options at the bottom of the page allow you to view your search
results in many different formats, including having the ability to export the results
to an Excel spreadsheet. Experiment with the different formats to see what works
for you.

Unassigned Issues
The ability to view Unassigned Issues is an option available only to those users
allowed to assign issues to others. When this menu option is selected, all
unassigned issues are displayed listing the most recent entries first. Click on the
link to display an issue from the list.
The issue will be displayed, along with a drop-down box listing all people who
can have issues assigned to them. Choose someone from the list, and click on
"Assign" to assign the issue. If email notification is turned on, that person will
receive an email.

Reports
Several reports are available to provide issue information; the reports shown may
vary according to the reports provided for your company. There are three types
of reports: Management Reports, Saved Searches and Report Writer
Reports. Management Reports will only appear for those users who have
permission to run them.
Select the Reports option from the menu and the Select Report screen appears
listing all available reports. Choose the report desired. A preview of the report
will be displayed on your screen for review prior to printing. If the Reports option
does not appear on the menu, you may not have permission to run reports.
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Saved Searches
The criteria for a search may be saved as a Saved Search. This report is only
available to the user who created it and administrators. A list of these reports
appears on the home page under the heading “My Reports”. You can create
saved searches at the bottom of the search page in the “Report Output Options”
section. Here you give a title to the report and then select the output option you
want. Add any sort orders you need. You may mark the report “Public” by
checking the Public checkbox option. Then the resulting report will be available
to all users. Click on “Save New Report” and the criteria will be saved as a
saved search. To see all of your reports from the search page, click on “Retrieve
Report Definitions”.
From this page you may Delete or Edit any existing report.
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.
Report Writer Reports
Along with saved searches, you can also create reports using the GSS Report
Writer. With Report Writer you can control specific output details in your report,
such as sort order and margin width. You’ll also be able to group pieces of data
together into logical elements.
To create a Report Writer Report, you must first create a Query. After clicking on
the Reports menu, click on the Queries menu option. This will take you to a
screen very similar to the reports screen. Here you’ll be able to create, clone,
edit, delete and run queries.
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Clicking the “New” button will guide you through a series of screens designed to
walk you through the query creation process.

The first screen in the Query creation process is shown above. From here you
will need to select a table to retrieve data from. A variety of tables are available
including issues, users and organizations as well as data from other installed
modules. Once you select a table you will be able to select which fields from that
table are to be included in the query. Once your fields have been selected, click
the “Next” button.
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The next screen will allow you to filter the data returned. You can create filters
that describe what kind of records to be returned, such as only issues assigned
to a particular user, or only users assigned to a particular organization. To create
a filter, select the field from the list of available fields in which to limit data. A field
does not need to be returned in the query in order to create a filter against it.
Then select the appropriate condition.
Most conditions are self-explanatory. A few that may not be are “In” and “Like”.
The “In” condition allows you to type a series of values separated by a comma.
In the example above, the “In” condition is used with the Priority field to check for
values of “Medium” or “High”. No space is used after the comma. The “Like”
condition will search for the value entered in the field selected. For example, if
Priority LIKE i was entered, both values “Medium” and “High” contain the letter i
and would be returned.
Each filter expression is added using the “Save Filter Expression” button and is
added to the overall filter for the data. Most expressions will be entered using the
“And” connector so that each filter expression must be true in order for a record
to be returned. In some cases, the “Or” expression will be used so that a record
will be returned for any expression that is true.
Filter expressions can be removed by highlighting the expression and clicking the
red “X” to delete. After you have created the desired filters, click “Next” to
continue.
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The next screen will ask you to enter a name for your query, along with an
optional description. You can also designate the query public on this screen if
you wish. Click on the “Create Report” box if you wish to be taken straight to the
report creation screen once you click on the “Finish button”.
Tip: Before creating a report using this query, run the query to ensure the
expected data is returned. This data will not be formatted or sorted, these
options are applied during the report creation process.
Once you have created a query, you can now create a custom report. By clicking
on the Reports menu option and then clicking the “New” button, you will be taken
to a screen similar to the query creation screen.
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Instead of selecting a table you will be asked to select a query. This provides the
ability for multiple reports to be created from a single query. Select the query
desired and the fields from the query you want to be displayed on your report. If
the desired query does not exist, you can create it by selecting the “Create
Query” button. Click the “Next” button to continue.

The next screen is the column defaults screen. You can modify the presentation
of each field such as modifying the column name, format, subtotal options
(Average, Count, Sum), justification and width. These options are pre-filled with
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the selections specified on the Report Defaults menu. Once you are satisfied
with your display formats, click the “Next” button.

The next screen is the grouping screen. Here you can select which fields you
want your data grouped into. For example, you can have your issue records
grouped by priority or the date they were submitted. Once you have selected
what fields you want to group by (if any), click the “next” button.

The next screen is the Group Default Options screen. This screen is only shown
if you have selected at least one grouping field on the previous screen. Here you
can designate whether you want whether the values for the groups selected are
GSS User Guide – Version 6.0.2
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to be displayed in ascending or descending order, as well as if you want to show
a footer for each group. Click “Next” to continue.
Note: All subtotal values are shown in a group footer as well as the report footer.
If you have selected a subtotal for any of your data, the group footer must be
shown.

The next screen will allow you to sort the data returned. Any fields that were
previously selected to group by are automatically sorted as specified on the
Group Options screen and are not available here. These sort conditions apply to
the details of information within each grouping or to the overall report if grouping
is not selected.
Each sort is added using the “Add Sort” button and is added to the sort phrase.
For each sort expression, specify whether the “Ascending” or “Descending” order
should be applied.
Sort expressions can be removed by highlighting the expression and clicking the
red “X” to delete. Sort expressions can also be reordered by highlighting the
expression and clicking the “Move Up” or “Move Down” buttons. After you have
created the sort, click Next to continue.
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Finally, you will be asked to give your report a name, title and description, along
with whether you want the report to be public or not. Click the “finish” button and
your report will be created.
Report Defaults
Default settings for Report Writer Reports may be modified under Report
Defaults. After clicking on the Reports menu, click on the Report Defaults
menu option. Here settings can be modified for field format, justification and
column width. In addition, you can set the maximum number of records, number
of records printed and displayed per page.
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Each field in the GSS system has a corresponding data type. For example, the
Issue Number is a “Number” data type and the Total Hours is an “Hour” data
type. You can set the default format, justification and width for each data type.
Format Types
Format Types specify how a field will be displayed. Settings only pertain to
reports, not queries.
Number (Whole number values with no decimals)
General (3456)
Standard (3,456): Includes thousands separator
Percent (123%)
Decimal (Number values with two decimal places to the right)
General (3456.78)
Standard (3,456.78): Includes thousands separator
Currency ($3,456.78): Includes thousands separator and dollar sign
Percent (123.00%)
Yes/No (Typically used for attribute fields)
General (True/False)
Standard (Yes/No)
Date
Long (Sunday, June 19, 1994)
Medium (19 Jun 1994)
Short (6/19/1994)
String (All character fields under 1000 characters)
No formatting options available for this data type
Large String (All character fields 1000 characters and over)
No formatting options available for this data type
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Hour
General (HH)
Standard (HH:MM)
Justification
Justification specifies how the data will be displayed in a column on the report.
Valid choices are:
Center
Left
Right
Width
Width specifies how wide the column should display on the report. The unit of
measure is pixels.
Maximum number of records returned
In an effort to provide the most efficient performance possible, when running a
query or report, the maximum number of records will be limited to this setting.
When exceeded, only the records below this setting will be returned. This setting
pertains to queries as well as reports.
Number of records printed per page (Unlimited=0 (zero))
When printing a report, this setting determines how many records will be printed
per page. If set to zero, all records within the maximum allowed, will be printed
continuously. This setting pertains only to reports.
Number of records displayed per page (Unlimited=0 (zero))
When displaying a query or report, this setting determines how many records will
be displayed per page. If set to zero, all records within the maximum allowed,
will be shown continuously. This setting pertains to queries as well as reports.
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Sharing Information
Calendar
The calendar is a feature to notify all users of events that are occurring in the
company. A calendar event has a title, description, and a note field. Events may
be assigned to users and have the user notified through email about the event
and a reminder sent to the user before the event occurs. You may view
Calendar events on a Monthly, Weekly, or Daily list.
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Knowledge Base
The GSS Knowledge Base is a convenient on-line reference area, provided to
facilitate access to product or company information. Articles may include
installation instructions, trouble-shooting guides, FAQs, or solutions to common
problems. The specific articles and types of information available will vary
depending on the material your company has decided to retain in the Knowledge
Base.
Any user may view Knowledge Base articles, but you must be authorized to add
or edit articles and article categories.
Search
You may search the Knowledge Base for a specific article, or for articles in a
particular category or containing a key word. Choose the Search option from the
Knowledge Base menu. A query screen will be displayed. Enter as many or as
few of the criteria fields as you like. Any articles meeting the criteria you specify
will be displayed. To review an article, click the link.
If you would like a count of the records meeting your search criteria, choose the
count only option at the bottom of the search screen and click submit.
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Articles by Category
This menu option presents you with a list of existing article categories and their
corresponding subcategories. When the list is displayed, you need only click the
link to view a list of articles submitted under that category or subcategory.
All Articles
Choosing this option will provide you with a list of all available Knowledge Base
articles. To review a specific article, click the link.
Add article
You must have specific permission to add an article to the Knowledge Base. If
you have this authority, choose the Add Article option from the Knowledge Base
menu.
Enter the title, category and subcategory of the article you are adding. Keywords
may be entered to aid in Knowledge Base keyword searches. Finally, add your
article text and click Add Article to submit your article to the Knowledge Base.
All Categories
This menu option displays all available categories. Click the edit link to change
an existing category, or click the delete link to remove it.
Add Category
Choose the Add Category option from the Knowledge Base menu. Enter your
category and press Add Category to save your new entry. After the category
has been added, you may add a corresponding subcategory by clicking the edit
link for that category from the category list screen.
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Administrative Functions
Assigning an Issue
If an issue has never been assigned, you will need to assign an individual to
resolve it. The issue you wish to assign must be displayed before it can be
assigned to a technician. There are several ways to display an existing issue.
Remember that the following options will only be available to those users allowed
to assign issues to others.
If you are assigning an issue that was entered or submitted by you, the issue will
appear on your GSS Home page. Select the issue desired by clicking the link
and the Issue Detail screen will be displayed.
If you did not enter or submit the issue, you can still display the issue. If you
know the issue number, choose Lookup Issue # from the menu, and enter the
issue number.
If you do not know the issue number, choose the Search Issues option from the
menu. Key in the criteria to narrow your search and click on the issue desired
when the search results are displayed. The search screen is discussed in
greater detail in the Locating and Viewing Issues section.
You may also choose the Unassigned Issues option. This option will provide a
list of all unassigned issues that you may select from. Again, simply click the link
to display the issue desired.
Now that you have the issue displayed, select Assign Issue from the Issue
Detail menu, and choose a name from the Assign To list. That’s all there is to it.
Reassigning an issue
If an issue has already been assigned to someone and you would like to assign it
to a different person, simply display the issue, select Assign Issue from the
Issue Detail menu, and choose another name from the Assign To list. GSS
retains the names of anyone who has ever been assigned to a particular issue.

Recurring Issues
Recurring Issues are pre-established issues that are set up in advance and then
scheduled to be submitted automatically. Adding a recurring issue is simple.
Click the Recurring Issues menu option and choose Add New to enter an issue
“template” that will be submitted according to the schedule you define: weekly on
a certain day, monthly on a certain date, one time only on a certain date, or once
a day. To edit or delete this Recurring Issue, locate it by either searching for it,
or navigating to it on the Recurring Issues list.
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Admin users may view/edit/delete all recurring issues, otherwise the issue
templates you may edit/delete will be limited to the ones you create.

Assigning Severities and Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
Once an issue has been submitted, you have the option to assign a severity to it
if Service Level Agreements have been enabled on your site. If the user
submitting the issue is related to a GSS Group or GSS Organization that has an
SLA associated with it, the service level of the SLA will then be displayed while
viewing the issue. You can click on the hyperlinked service level name to view its
terms.
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